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01 CURATOR

KELLY WORMAN
Kelly Worman is an artist and curator based out of New York  
and London. She holds an M.F.A. from Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, 
and just completed the M.A. in Culture, Criticism, and Curation  
at Central Saint Martins in London, with distinction. She has exhib-
ited her work internationally. Kelly is also the founder of the Studio 
Spoken project, interviewing artists about their studio practice, 
and the director of The Art Mint, a curated online gallery selling 
affordable art from artists whose work she admires.

Curatorial Statement:
Cultural theorist Mieke Bal describes cultural memory as a signifier 
that “memory can be understood as a cultural phenomenon,  
as well as an individual or social one.” As cultural memory happens 
in the present, all around us, at all times, it is constantly shifting  
and reshaping itself, linking the now to the then, while influencing 
the future.
 
Cultural memory, heritage, and nostalgia are explored in  
this exhibition.
 
The artists chosen for this exhibition are from different generations,  
different disciplines, and of different cultural descent, yet they 
share the commonality of spending formative years in building 
their artistic practice at Pratt, while contributing to Pratt’s  
collective identity.
 
Through this work, we get a glimpse of relatable imagery (frequently  
nodding to Americana), sometimes dredging up discomfort while 
other times giving us a case of the warm-and-fuzzies, yet resonating  
with a familiarity, naturally and poignantly identifying within each of us.
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PAULA ABREU PITA 
M.F.A. Photography ’13
Paula Abreu Pita was born in Caracas, Venezuela, in 1984. She had  
her first solo show “Peças da Madeira” in July 2010 and her second 
show “Entre Águas de Portugal” in Caracas in 2011. In 2013,  
she had her first solo show at Pratt Institute, “Buena Vista 504.” 
Abreu Pita has also exhibited in New York City at Photoville 2014, 
First Street Gallery, Rush Arts Gallery, and The Greenpoint Gallery, 
in France at the Louvre’s “Exposure Awards” 2015, and in London  
as part of the Getty Gallery’s “Renaissance Photography Prize.” 
She currently lives and works in Brooklyn, New York.

Show Statement:
Hotel Monte Rosa is a series of photographs of a hotel located  
in downtown Madeira, Portugal, that was once owned and managed  
by my grandfather. 

The small four-story building operated for 50 years, accom- 
modating tourists that wanted to stay at the heart of the island. 
Monte Rosa was a place full of life, with people roaming the  
hallways and sleeping in temporary beds. Unfortunately, in 2008,  
it had to close down as the economy collapsed. It became harder  
to compete with large hotel chains. Moreover, my grandfather´s 
health started to deteriorate and he had to move to Venezuela  
to be near his family.

These photographs resonate with the silence of lonely, void 
spaces, consumed by the passage of time. The soul of this place 
departed with its last occupants and its owner, who had lived  
in the hotel and dedicated his life to its success. The rooms are 
now occupied only by the trace of human presence. 

Hotel Monte Rosa is a reminder of the impact of globalization, 
which can lead to the decay of traditional small businesses.  
But above all, it is a refuge to memories. It represents the end  
of a chapter in my family history, marked by the loss of its  
patriarch and the detachment of its heirs.

paulaabreupita.com
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Room 404, from the series 
Hotel Monte Rosa
24” x 30”
Photography, inkjet print
2013
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POLINA BARSKAYA 
M.F.A. Painting and Drawing ’10
Polina Barskaya was born in Cherkassy, Ukraine, 1984 and currently 
lives and works on Brighton Beach in Brooklyn, NY. Her work has 
been in group and solo exhibitions in New York City and New Jersey,  
most recently at Novella Gallery and Honey Ramka. Barskaya  
has also guest lectured at Sarah Lawrence, Kent Place School,  
and Hunter College.

Show Statement:
These are paintings of predigital photos of my family and their 
friends’ party at a Russian nightclub after immigrating to America.

polinabarskaya.tumblr.com
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Rasputin Birthday Party 
16” x 20” 
Acrylic on panel
2010

Clubbing
10” x 14”
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JONATHAN BLAUSTEIN 
M.F.A. Photography ’04
Jonathan Blaustein is an artist, writer, and educator based in Taos, 
New Mexico. He has exhibited his work widely in galleries and  
museums across the United States, as well as festivals in Europe. 
His photographs reside in several permanent collections,  
including the Library of Congress, the State of New Mexico,  
the Brooklyn Museum, and the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston. 

Jonathan writes about photography for A Photo Editor and The New  
York Times Lens blog and is chair of the Fine Arts Department  
at the University of New Mexico-Taos. He is also editor in chief  
of the new online photo magazine Photographer’s Quarterly.

Show Statement:
One dollar’s worth of double cheeseburger from McDonalds  
is perhaps the seminal image from Jonathan Blaustein’s interna- 
tionally recognized project, The Value of a Dollar, from 2008. 
For the series, Jonathan went shopping in his local markets and 
restaurants of northern New Mexico, in search of food items  
to photograph. He then took them back to his studio, measured 
out one dollar’s worth of each product, and shot them without 
any retouching, styling, or artificial light. His goal was to present 
food as a commodity often manipulated by advertising imagery, 
and a symbol of many interconnected issues related to globaliza-
tion, wealth, health, and class in the 21st century.

jonathanblaustein.com
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one dollar’s worth of  
double cheeseburger  
from McDonald’s
17” x 22” framed
Archival pigment print mounted  
to aluminum, laminated,  
and framed
2008/13
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STEVEN BLEICHER 
B.F.A. ’77, M.F.A. ’79
Steven Bleicher is currently associate dean of the College of  
Humanities and Fine Arts and a tenured professor in Visual  
Arts at Coastal Carolina University. He has previously served as  
assistant dean of the School of Art and Design at the Fashion 
Institute of Technology and taught at institutions such as the Art 
Institute of Fort Lauderdale and Brooklyn College. He has au-
thored Contemporary Color: Theory and Use and the forthcoming 
Fundamentals, The Foundations of Art and Design. Bleicher  
is also a widely sought-after lecturer and color specialist, and has 
collaborated with high profile artists such as Jennifer Wen Ma.

Show Statement:
Route 66 is not just a place; it is a state of mind. 

My artwork has always dealt with the theme of Americana and  
the open road, specifically the great old highways, such as Route 
66. As the first trans highway, it was developed to link the Midwest 
with the West Coast. It was begun early in the century to improve 
road conditions for farmers to transport their products to market 
and for an emerging auto tourism industry. It was the main highway  
for the great Dustbowl migration of the 1920s, becoming known 
as “the Mother Road.” These old roads are celebrations of the 
American zeal for exploration, expansion, and travel. 

This body of work is about being on the move. The western migration  
is at the heart and soul of our American psyche, culture, and history.  
It is influenced by the iconic southwestern landscape and the 
roadside attractions both past and present. I regularly return to cruise  
the highway. In this way, I have also become part of the road‘s 
nomadic residents.

Photorealistic graphite renderings are developed from site 
sketches and photographs, which are evocative of the sense  
of place and of the local industry. The images are combined  
with maps, a metaphor for the journey, and found objects from 
the area. Some of the maps used in the series are traditional 
street maps while others are star charts. The multidimensional 
elements form a complex layer with the rendered images.  
Within a discreet, unified space they provide an editorial or narra-
tive component and are a means to engage the viewer. 

apojigo.com/stevenbleicher
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Wig-Wam Motel 
11” x 14” x 3”
Graphite and mixed media
2013
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SEAN CARROLL 
M.F.A. Photography ’06
Sean Carroll is an artist working in photography and video raised  
in coastal Massachusetts, now based in New York City. His works 
have been shown in exhibitions in New York, Detroit, Washington, 
DC, northern Virginia, and North Carolina, including most recently  
at Elizabeth Foundation for the Arts and Hudson Valley Center  
for Contemporary Art. His photos have been featured by PDN, 
Fraction Magazine, Ain’t Bad, and Lint Roller. 

Show Statement:
Parklife

For some years, I have been spending more of my leisure time  
visiting and documenting federal and state park and forest land, 
places in America where the public is allowed and encouraged  
to visit the “wilderness.” Since my family never really went on the 
traditional cross-country car trip when I was a kid, I’ve been  
making various journeys to some of the places I missed; the places,  
near and far, that I used to spot in my father’s tattered road atlas. 
As an adult, my nostalgic interest in exploring parks and forests 
has evolved into a fascination with the quirky way that Americans 
vacation in nature. The parks, which obviously set aside dramatic 
natural wonders for our enjoyment, also generally include modern  
conveniences like benches for rest, restrooms, concession stands,  
campgrounds, marinas, and hotels. While there as visitors,  
we walk along specially marked paths through the wilderness and 
snap photos from designated vista points. Life in public parks  
is a curious arrangement of government workers, generic signage, 
busy parking lots, sunburned kids, and frustrated parents.  
As I’ve been participating in this rite of American vacationing,  
I’ve become amused and enamored by how we interact with  
the wild and the infrastructure we put in place to do so. Parklife 
aims to capture it in all of its oddity.

seancarrollphotographs.com
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River Swimmers, Yellowstone 
National Park, WY
20” x 20” framed
Archival inkjet print
2010

Snack Bar, Robert Moses 
State Park, NY
20” x 20” framed
Archival inkjet print
2013
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VINCENT COLABELLA 
B.F.A. Photography ’77
Vincent Colabella is a photographer with more than 35 years of 
experience and is the author of two books Creative Approaches to 
Photographing People and Hodge Podge. Aside from his art photog-
raphy, Vincent works as a teacher and a commercial photographer. 

Show Statement:
Documenting spaces where people have been through and left  
a mark in some way. Mankind forever changes the nuances of  
the landscape. Even the most remote parts of the world today have  
seen someone through them. Gone are the days of discovery  
of new lands, untouched environments.
 
Not to lament the passing but to make sense of what has been 
created or left behind is the goal. Seeing the detailed beauty  
or necessity of what is there. Celebrating how we have all made  
a mark and to make sense of these small to large touches. Not 
making judgment on the altered spaces, taking notice, and showing 
how in their own right their importance is.
 
To feel the space to treat it as an experience whether it is simple  
or complicated. Objects that make up space portraying cultural 
and social interpretations upon the area and with no judgment 
upon them. It is these objects or groomings that make up the 
spaces we see, and without them there is no “open landscape.”

vincentcolabella.com
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Long Beach Island
16” x 20” matted
Photograph/Archival
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ANDREW DAVIDSON 
B.F.A. Film, Media Arts ’92
Andrew “Under” Davidson has worked as a lifeguard, salesforce 
multimedia programmer, graphic designer, DJ, club/rave promoter,  
full-stack Web developer, mobile app developer, and boss to  
one part-time employee. Davidson is the founder of Under Design,  
a firm that has provided graphic design services and now offers 
consumer digital conversion services. In lieu of earning a buck, 
he makes art for his own pleasure and plots his next career move 
while trying to avoid the deluge of modern distractions. 

Show Statement:
In Case Of...is a series of 25 (and growing...) multimedia installations  
to deal with just about every emergency one might encounter  
in your life (real or imagined). Inspired by the glass-enclosed fire 
extinguisher cases of yesteryear, this ever-growing collection  
is designed and produced to simply bring to life the nagging “what 
if…” that haunts all those who question what they truly might  
need in an emergency. The overwhelming selection of instantly 
available answers to not-so-everyday questions becomes less  
a mixed media installation and more a poke at modern society and 
our true fears. Created and made by Philadelphia-based artist 
Andrew Davidson, more photos and information about the entire 
collection and new units can be found on his website:

undr.com/about/incaseof
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In Case of Campfire  
Break Glass
24” x 12” x 4½”
S’more’s ingredients  
(marshmallows, chocolate  
bar, graham crackers), 
whittled stick, pine wood, 
Plexiglas, vinyl lettering,  
tiny hatchet, chain, red paint, 
assorted hardware
2013

In Case of Rapture Break Glass
13” x 11” x 4”
Assorted miniature religious 
texts, pine wood, Plexiglas, 
vinyl lettering, tiny hammer, 
chain, red paint, assorted 
hardware 
2014
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ANTHONY HEINZ MAY 
M.F.A. Painting and Drawing ’11
As a native West Coast Oregonian and emerging New York artist,  
May aims to expose technological chicanery and promote 
eco-pedagogy/eco-psychology, resignifying human relationships 
with nature and natural processes.

Show Statement:
Nature is governed by the same physical rules that govern human 
existence: everything falls apart. In the natural cycles, this entropic  
chaos provides that nothing is obsolete and that everything  
has equal place. In opposition of systemic natural balance are the 
inverted fragmentations of human existence, where dehuman-
ization at its tragic core dismisses nature but as a simultaneous 
threat and resource for human indulgence.

anthonyheinzmay.wix.com/art
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Abject Ablution
48” x 12” x 12”
Sycamore branch, plastic 
grocery bags, concrete, steel, 
paint, glue
2014
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NEIL H. KELLER 
B.F.A. Advertising Design and Visual Communication ’65
Neil Keller is a New York-based photographer. He has worked  
as a designer and art director for numerous Manhattan design firms  
and corporate art departments. He also cofounded his own  
design firm and a Web business that develops proprietary soft-
ware to power college career services departments. When  
he is not working, he spends time travelling with his wife pursuing 
fine art photography.

Show Statement:
Bryce Canyon National Park contains an extraordinary concentration  
of hoodoos—odd-shaped eroded rock pillars forming a huge  
amphitheater. Weather was highly variable during our April visit—
rain, hail, snow, and sun were experienced randomly throughout  
the day. As I approached one spectacular viewpoint, I saw a perfect  
moment of light, shadow, scenery, and park visitors. Raising my 
camera to my eye, I was able to grab just two photographs before 
the moment dissolved.

In recent years, I’ve been fortunate to able to devote more time 
rekindling an old love—landscape photography. Living in New  
York, there’s the urban landscape, of course. But in particular,  
I savor the wild places less touched by human intervention;  
revisiting a number of America’s great national parks I haven’t  
seen in many years, and exploring them with fresh eyes.

I suspect that much success lies with serendipity.When rushing 
over a rise to catch the interaction of quickly changing light  
and weather at a spectacular Bryce Canyon viewpoint, the scene 
opening before me was a surprise. I stopped in my tracks,  
grabbed two shots, and watched as the moment then faded away.

neilkellerphotography.com
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Bryce Canyon Tourists No. 1
19¾” x 13” excluding mount 
and frame
Archivally mounted and 
framed digital color print 
Nikon D7000 with Nikon 
18~200 mm zoom and  
polarizer (@ 50 mm, 1/125  
sec, f9); raw format,  
processed in Adobe Photo-
shop CC 2015 
Lab print by Duggal, NYC
2015
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MARTIN LANDAU 
B.F.A. Painting ’84
Martin Landau has shown his work in galleries throughout  
the mid-Atlantic states. His work is included in numerous public  
and private collections.

Show Statement:
I live on a busy highway. I paint what I see.
What distinguishes meaning from meaningless? I often  
confuse the two.
Most anything is worth contemplating. Even a cardboard box.

martinlandau.net
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Party Fair
37½” x 31½”
Oil on canvas in enamel- 
painted wood frame
2013

Gray Lot
26” x 32”
Oil on canvas
2014
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ROXI MARSEN 
M.F.A. Painting ’81
Roxi Marsen is a Brooklyn-based artist who currently constructs 
assemblages with found metal objects. Influenced by many years 
of painting and a love for outsider art, this intuitive assembling  
is playful and serious. Marsen’s work has been included extensively 
in solo and group exhibitions in and around NYC and she has 
received fellowships from the Fine Arts Work Center in Province-
town and the MacDowell Colony. 

Show Statement:
My assemblage work evolved after a recent visit to Provincetown. 
In 1981–82, I spent a winter there as a fellow at the Fine Arts Works 
Center and gave myself permission to be an artist. Painting was  
so serious, and to take a break I would hike with my dog through 
the dunes to the ocean. Randomly, I collected natural materials 
and discarded debris. In my studio during downtime, I would play 
with these elements, creating personal and whimsical objects.
This strong connection of a long ago experience led me to this 
new work. I scan my urban environment like a beachcomber. 
Basements of aging hardware, secondhand shops, cast offs left 
on stoops for repurposing, and street debris supply me with  
the materials and inspiration to create these metal assemblages.

Seated Air Vent is a moment of unrelated objects that suddenly  
fit together. Their story is composed of a torso-like object that 
happens to be a radiator air vent topped by a doorknob, appearing  
in a seated position on an unidentified twisted hunk of metal.  
The connection between these elements gives the viewer a mystery  
to be unraveled. I especially like the way the metals mesh in color 
and texture.

roximarsen.com
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Seated Air Vent
7” x 5” x 2” 
Assemblage; Found  
metal, epoxy
2014
Photo credit: Roxi Marsen
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REBECCA MORGAN 
M.F.A. Painting and Drawing ’09
Rebecca Morgan’s work has been highlighted in Time Out New  
York, ARTnews, Whitehot Magazine, Beautiful Decay, Artslant,  
Juxtapoz Magazine, and Berlin’s Lodown Magazine, among others. 
She is the recipient of a residency at the Bemis Center for  
Contemporary Arts, a Vermont Studio Center full fellowship,  
and the George Rickey Residency at Yaddo. Exhibitions include 
shows at Gasser Grunert Gallery, NY; Richard Heller Gallery, Los 
Angeles, CA; Vox Populi Gallery, Philadelphia, PA; Montclair State 
University, Montclair, NJ; Whitdel Arts, Detroit, MI; Coop Gallery, 
Nashville, TN; and Spring/Break, New York, NY.

Show Statement:
Rebecca Morgan is from central Pennsylvania, and her paintings, 
drawings, and ceramics emanate from stereotypes of rural Appa- 
lachia. Humorous, benevolent, and savage at turns, her characters 
touch on truths about poverty, addiction, and off-the-grid living, 
as well as idealizations of uncultured country life. Stylistically, Morgan  
embraces hyper-detailed naturalism, influenced by Dutch paint- 
ers such as Memling, Brueghel, and Van Eyck, as well as absurd, 
repulsive caricature suggestive of underground cartoonists like  
R. Crumb. As an on-and-off-again New Yorker, Morgan represents 
the ultimate insider/outsider point-of view, embracing and  
critically distancing herself from her origins.
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Odalisque
65” x 94”
Graphite on paper
2014
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WILLIAM MOREE 
B.F.A. Photography, Media Arts ’85
William Moree photographs real people on location for advertising,  
corporate, political, and editorial clients worldwide. He has  
received numerous accolades for his work, including Lucie Awards,  
Addy Awards, and recognitions from Communications Arts  
Magazine and the Art Directors Club of Metropolitan Washington. 

williammoree.com
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Couch. Missouri.
13” x 19” images area
Photographs, presented as 
framed giclée pigment prints
2002–15

Barbara. Mahwah, New Jersey.
13” x 19” images area
Photographs, presented as 
framed giclée pigment prints
2002–15
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JESSICA PERELMAN 
B.F.A. Drawing ’14
Jessica Perelman’s work has been shown in numerous exhibitions 
in New York City and Portland, Oregon, and she has held two solo 
shows to date.

jessica-perelman.com
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Square Looks/Whole Team
souvenir plates
Dimensions variable (each 
plate approximately 8-10”) 
Glazed porcelain 
2015
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VALERY RIZZO 
B.F.A. Communications Design, Illustration ’88
Valery Rizzo is a Brooklyn-based portrait, food and lifestyle 
photographer with a passion for telling stories. Her work appears 
in print, on the Web, and around the globe. She has shown at Soho 
Photo, The powerHouse Arena, MTA Arts for Transit, Photoville, 
Ripe Art Gallery, The Burn Gallery, The Edward Carter Gallery,  
The Atlantic Gallery, the Museum of Modern Art, Thomas Werner 
Gallery, and The AOP in London. Prior to becoming a photographer,  
Rizzo worked as an illustrator, designer, and art director for clients 
such as Ralph Lauren Home Design, Liz Claiborne, Bill Blass, Marks 
and Spencer, and Williams Sonoma.

Show Statement:
The Polar Bear Swim is one of those classic events that have  
become a Brooklyn tradition. In the beginning when it was smaller, 
it was less organized and more chaotic, which I loved. Here a 
group of friends are trying to keep warm while they wait their turn 
to make the run to the frigid ocean.

valeryrizzo.com
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Warm Up, Polar Bear Swim, 
Coney Island
11” x 11” chromogenic print, 
framed at 18” x 21”
2013
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MARIKA ROBAK 
M.F.A. Photography ’13
Marika Robak was born in Harris, New York, in 1987. Her photography  
is created in the documentary style, sometimes with a conceptual 
slant. Intrigued by the power of storytelling, she often works  
in series, binding unique images into subtle, yet rich narratives. 
Marika currently lives and works in the New York City area.

Show Statement:
The Pioneers (photographic series)

Every year, Christmas affords me the opportunity to explore  
the traditions I associate with my Ukrainian American ethnic  
heritage. On Christmas Eve, my immediate family spends time  
together, preparing and enjoying the customary Ukrainian 
12-course dinner. This festivity has become more of a secular 
ritual rather than a rite, as the religious aspects of our cele- 
bration have diminished since the passing of my Ukrainian Catholic 
grandparents. Because we celebrate Christmas Day in jubilant, 
American fashion, replete with presents under the tree, our holiday  
is an amalgam of Ukrainian and American cultures. We spend  
the day with our friends, the Martynetz family, who share our 
Ukrainian-American background, conversing over a turkey  
dinner and playing board games.

For this ongoing project, I like to shoot loose and fast with a digital 
camera, recording both still images and video. This allows me to 
exploit the aesthetics of the snapshot and home movies in my effort 
to capture unexpected, intimate, sometimes discomfiting moments.

The title for this project originates in a poem by the famous 
Ukrainian poet, Ivan Franko. Its title has been translated  
as “The Pioneers,” by Percival Cundy, and might also be interpreted  
as “The Stonecutters” or “The Quarrymen.” Every Christmas,  
my father reads a selection of Ukrainian poems and carols from  
a book that once belonged to my grandparents. In 2012, he read 

“The Pioneers” to me and my brother for the first time. He revealed  
that it had been my grandmother’s favorite poem.

marikarobak.tumblr.com 
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All the Men, Christmas Day
11” x 14” 
Archival inkjet print
2013

Trivial Pursuit (Bah Humbug!)
11” x 14”
Archival inkjet print
2014


